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Best quality products
Best deals available
Extensive stocks
50+ years of global hose
& fittings experience
GREEN MEDIUM DUTY (MDS)
Good quality multi-purpose green pvc delivery hose
Excellent value for money
More flexible than comparable MDS hoses in the market
Fitted with proven Bauer compatible lever-lock fittings
– standard male & female fittings

BEST PRICE

GUARANTEED!

Fitted with stainless steel band strapping,
no protruding clamps
We can make any length - and fit various end fittings
e.g. BSP, URT, Kamlock, strainers etc.
Ideal for general industrial, agricultural & plant hire etc

SUPER, SUPER ELASTIC PVC SUCTION
& DELIVERY HOSE ASSEMBLIES
Amazingly flexible super elastic PVC hose, very easy to
handle and perfect for all applications where the hoses are
handled on a regular basis.
Hard PVC helix protects hose and really aids users when
dragging hose along the ground
Perfect for water authorities, slurry tanker, waste management
Fitted with proven Bauer compatible lever-lock fittings
– standard male & female fittings

BEST PRICE

GUARANTEED!

Fitted with stainless steel band strapping,
no protruding clamps
We can make any length - and fit various end fittings
BSP, URT, Kamlock, strainers etc.
Available in sizes up to 8" (203mm)

ALL RUBBER ‘WIRE ARMOURED’
WATER S&D HOSE ASSEMBLIES
Proven, robust SBR rubber suction hose suitable for pump,
water & waste management & agricultural applications
Fitted with proven Bauer compatible lever-lock fittings
– standard male & female fittings
Standard product fitted with stainless
steel band strapping, no clamps

BEST PRICE

GUARANTEED!

We also supply swaged assemblies guaranteed
tested & certified to 10bar - see overleaf
Sizes 2" to 8" available off the shelf
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0114 3210756

ASSEMBLY SOLUTIONS
We also supply a full range of industrial
hose assemblies including:

AIR WATER STEAM CHEMICAL
FOODSTUFFS BULK HANDLING
CHEMICAL & COMPOSITE

INTEGRAFLEX SERVICES
market and investing in the most modern swaging equipment
available, which we can now offer to you.
Integraflex offer a full swaging service whereby we can
swage to 8" bore in-house, offering a fully tested and certified
assembly to suit your specific customer requirements.
We have test facilities to suit large bore hoses in long lengths
and can hydrostatically test to 160bar
Integraflex can also offer steam testing to 150°C for steam, hot
water, bitumen assemblies etc. Please call us to discuss.

LARGE BORE SWAGING
Swaging is the definitive method for retaining hi-pressure hydraulic couplings into hose and has been widely accepted as
the safest, most secure and reliable method of hose
assembly available on the market.
Swaging of large bore assemblies (above 2") has been a relatively recent development, with Integraflex management being
directly involved in the development of this method in the U.K

HOSE TESTING
Integraflex hydrostatically proof
pressure test your hose assemblies.
We give the hose assembly a unique
traceable number which is permanently attached to the hose using one of a
number of proven methods, and is
then recorded in a dedicated register
for full traceability.
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